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1. Introduction. 

Food agroindustrial wastes are an enormous issue around the world due to the disposal environmental 

impact and the future use of bioplastics. Currently agricultural waste such as polysaccharides, proteins 

and lipids can be used for the synthesis of edible films and/or coatings, for packaging food design. 

Combination of various biopolymers allows the reduction of traditional polymeric packaging and at the 

same time improve some thermal, mechanical, morphological or functional properties. On the other hand, 

the growing need to develop innovative packaging with improved functional properties is a response to 

consumer demands for minimally processed foods; it means, with fewer additives, preservatives or 

colorants. Smart packaging is at present an emerging technology, whose function is to detect, record, 

track and control the status of packaged products. Besides, provide information on the quality of the food, 

extending its useful life, especially in those perishable products; such is the case of fruit and vegetables, 

milk (derivates) and meat. Thus, in this project the compatibility of films for primary packaging for food 

was studied; mainly for the perishable type, in a mixture of chitosan, pectin and alginate, added with 

natural extracts of anthocyanin type (Hibiscus sabdariffa). The purpose is to delay the rapid 

decomposition throughout biofilm primary packages, extending their useful life and providing useful 

information on the quality of the food, causing a minimal ecological impact and with properties that 

compete with commercial packaging in the food industry [1]. 

2. Experimental.  

Chitosan (1% at pH to 4.5), alginate (1%) pectin (1%) and glycerol firstly were dissolved separately to 

control viscosity and acidity, in order to favouring the later casting process and avoid the phases 

formation. Once the biopolymeric mix was homogeneous it was added the anthocyanin compound in two 

types; particulate and extract. Afterwards, the solution was poured into dishes at 40 oC until the film was 

dry. Finally, films were dipped into CaCl2 (1%) solution and then dried again. Films were storage at room 

temperature. TGA, DTG, DSC and FTIR were used to study compatibility of biopolymeric compounds.  

3. Results and Discussion.  

Thermal analysis revealed just one phase; it means a homogeneous matrix for the biopolymeric mixture 

(Image 1); with four degradation phases, which corresponds to the water, glycerol, degradation of linking 

polymers and decomposition. Presence of anthocyanin as well as type; particulate and extract, improve 

the degradation weight loss of polymers. Structural FTIR shown the OH and COO- as main linking 

groups for the interaction of polymers.  

 

 

 4. Conclusions.  

Biopolymeric casting was achieve due to each polymer was synthetized and added separately, as well as 

the order in mixture to obtain a homogeneous phase of incompatible biopolymers; attributable to the 

individual condition to gel structure and before the film formation.  
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